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Critical situations

Nursing Care Plans - Meryl K. Emmons - 2016-08-22

Nurses must understand the latest NANDA diagnoses. This book offers full NANDA care plans that allow you to quickly and accurately write nursing care plans in your practice. This book includes a wealth of clinical knowledge that will help you write plans that are specific to the patient. This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.

Nursing Care Plans for Infants and Children - Marilyn J. Hockenberry - 2016-08-24

This book includes a wealth of clinical knowledge that will help you write plans that are specific to the patient. This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.

Nursing Care Plans Across the Life Span - Marilyn J. Hockenberry - 2016-08-24

This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.

Maternal and Child Health Nursing - Marilyn J. Hockenberry - 2016-08-24

This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.

Safe Maternity and Pediatric Nursing Care - Luanne Linnard-Palmer - 2016-08-24

This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.

Practical and comprehensive, this essential resource helps you plan individualized care for clients in a variety of settings, including acute care, extended care, and home care environments. It features 33 detailed nursing diagnosis care plans that are linked to actions and rationales. Specific points for discharge teaching serve as guidelines for planning client education. A complete discussion of caring for older adult clients and changes that occur with aging helps you understand the unique considerations of caring for this population group. A new care plan format focuses on prioritized nursing interventions, interventions that can be delegated, and documentation criteria, as well as prioritized nursing diagnoses. The bimodal signs for monitoring and documentation guidelines for the most common nursing diagnoses. All comprehensive care plans serve as a complete reference for prioritized nursing interventions. This book is an essential resource for nurses in all settings.
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